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I am writing to provide clarification to the Local Government & Communities Committee
regarding two errors, as outlined below, which occurred during the Housing (Scotland) Bill
Stage 1 debate on 23rd June 2010.

Correction 1: Outstanding debt on council housing following exercise of a Right to
Buy

The error occurred during the Housing Bill Stage 1 debate and is recorded between columns
27619 and 27620 of the official record.

In 2008 the average outstanding debt on local authority housing stock sold under RTB was
approximately E5,500 (this has since increased to around £7,000 per unit). Local authorities
can decide whether or not to payoff the debt or spend the income from RTB sales receipts
on remaining housing stock. Most local authorities choose not to payoff debt - meaning that
the £5,500 would remain after the sale. For the small number that do payoff debt (often
with an associated breakage cost for paying off debt early) the £5,500 would be reduced or
in some cases eliminated depending on how much debt they chose to payoff.

Correction 2: Financial impact of RTB reforms up to and beyond 2015.

The error occurred during the Housing Bill Stage 1 debate and is recorded between columns
27620 and 27621 of the official record.

In fact the £100 million that is estimated in the financial memorandum relates to the period
!:!QJQ. 2015 as described in paragraphs 250 to 252 of the Financial Memorandum, copied
below for ease of reference, with key words underlined. The £100 million figure relates
mainly to the financial impact of ending Right to Buy for new supply social housing.

However, as the impact of ending of Right to Buy for new tenants (which will account for two
thirds of the overall impact) will not occur until five years after the bill has been enacted,
there is no barrier to the £2.5 billion investment programme to bring social housing in
Scotland up the Scottish Housing Quality Standard (SHQS) by 2015. In fact the £100 million
figure represents less than 5% of planned SHQS expenditure.
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250. Our modelling was undertaken for the period up to 2014/15. since a significant
share of local authorities' investment capacity will need to be used to meet the 2015
SHQS target. To produce an estimate of investment capacity for the RTB reforms
under different market scenarios, income and expenditure growth rates and RTB
sales rates were assumed to be the same for all local authority areas. This therefore
provides a like-for-like comparison of the impact on investment capacity for the RTB
reforms under different market scenarios. In reality, local authorities have
responsibility for running their own HRAs and will use different assumptions about
their income and expenditure when drawing up their budgets to reflect local
circumstances and policies (depending for example on their particular rent policy or
new build plans).

251. The figures presented in Table 5 represent councils' cumulative total non-SHQS
investment capacitv to 2014/15. Investment capacity is the sum of RTB capital
receipts and the amount of borrowing that local authorities could undertake prudently
against the net revenue stream generated by their housing stock. In reality local
authorities themselves can decide what they regard as prudent. Local authorities will
need to use some of this investment capacity to bring their stock up to the SHQS
standard by 2015. They have supplied the Scottish Government with estimates of how
much this will be. Deducting this amount from their total investment capacity gives an
indication of how much capacity they might have to spend on other things (for
example new build and non-SHQS-related improvements to their housing stock).

TablE' 5: CumulatiVE' Total (non-SHQS) Inn·<;tmE'nt Capadty (£ bnl) to 2014'15

Homing mal'kE't sfE'nal'io IllVE'stillellt fapacity uudE'l' IUYE'stml."ut capad~' uuclel'
base fa<;E' RTB l'E'fonns

Hi!lh ~,lle" rate 2.7 2.6
:\lediulll "a Ie" rate 1.c) 1.9
L~,\\"",iie" r,lte 1.3 1.3
l\otE'

1. 2008 C<'lIstOlm pric~s (1~. excluding ~frect"of int1ation).

252. Table 5 shows how investment capacitv up to 2015 (over and above that needed
to meet the SHQS) varies between the base case and the proposed RTB reforms.
under the three different market scenarios discussed previously. The three sales rates
(high, medium and low) provide a reasonably realistic way of forecasting the impact of
a range of market scenarios upon local authorities' investment capacity. The
investment capacitv fiqures should be treated as indicative and the focus should be
on the relative differences rather than on the absolute levels of investment capacitv.
Moving across Table 5 from left to right shows that RTB reforms have onlva marqinal
impact, with investment capacitv proiected to fall bv a maximum of £0.1 billion. In
contrast, moving down the table from high to low RTB sales rates shows that the
different housinq market scenarios make a more siqnificant impact, with investment
capacitv proiected to fall bv a maximum of £1.4 billion.

The potential flnancial impact beyond 2015 was mentioned at the Finance Committee's
meeting of 23 March 2010 and is recorded between columns 2009 and 2010 of the Official
Report. The relevant section can be accessed from:
http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/s3/committees/finance/or-10m10-0802.htm#CoI2003
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